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The EVAlidate© Process: Modeling ROI Success for Digital Media Networks 
 

 
Digital Media Networks, Digital Signage, Captive Audience Networks, Narrowcasting, Private 
Broadcast Networks—no matter how they are described, all promise many things to many 
people based upon “your message, anywhere, anytime”. This is a cliché that has been 
oversimplified and led to numerous pilot projects but not many beyond.  

 
As promising as Digital Media Networks are to overarching business and communications 
objectives, they must be financially analyzed in line with any other valued business process 
system. Unfortunately, like any other new media, digital media business cases are often built 
by those inexperienced with the medium, invariably lacking critical components only a 
seasoned vet would know to analytically model with ‘Wall Street’ accepted methods. 

 
What is “real” ROI for a Digital Media Network? 
 
‘Digital signage’ pilot projects have been implemented and despite perceived ‘success’, both 
qualitative and quantitative, few, if any, of these projects have been funded beyond their pilot 
stage. Why? Return-On-Investment- ROI.  
 
As retailers and CPG companies jockey for more margin dollars, Wall Street has dialed up the 
pressure to reduce their cost of sale and market products and services more effectively and 
efficiently. In a multi-channel marketing and sales environment where consumers are taking 
control, the challenges in doing this have increased. In response, Return on Investment has 
become a battle cry for the dollars spent by retailers, CPG manufacturers, their advertising 
agencies, media planners and buyers. Advertising, Merchandising and Promotion dollars 
spent face a new standard of accountability. 
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To supplement this new scrutiny, digital media network teams must go beyond merely 
addressing the question of ROI. They must determine the Economic Value Added (EVA), 
taking into account the cost of capital, via a business model that provides clear, accountable 
forecasting.  

  
It’s about the numbers! 

 
After several years designing and implementing numerous digital media network pilot 
programs and in-store campaigns, Adrian Weidmann witnessed critical mistakes that caused 
the demise of potentially lucrative digital efforts. He also saw that in order to secure 
investment capital for digital media efforts, it would be imperative that ‘the numbers’ prove a 
viable business model that would survive extensive financial business executive scrutiny. The 
model had to offer real time analysis and be founded upon solid commerce, surviving 
extensive real world challenges rather than “soft benefits”.  

 
This realization led to an extensive development project in which every digital media business 
assumption, perspective and variable was challenged and answered rooted in real world 
network knowledge. According to Adrian, “It was our mandate to determine if there was a 
validated business case for a digital media network based upon verifiable parameters that 
could fund decades of investment”.  
 
The outcome of was a dynamic modeling tool called EVAlidate©. EVAlidate© is a proprietary 
system that analyzes ‘what-if’ scenarios based upon an extremely comprehensive and 
detailed list of factors and elements needed to implement a successful private digital media 
network that integrates an Economic Value Added analysis where the cost of capital is 
factored into the overall analysis. Working in sync with a proprietary business analysis 
process, EVA encompasses all of the requisite components, associated details and fiscal 
ramifications necessary to create a holistic digital media network.  
 
Crucial to the EVAlidate© tool is knowledge of business model disciplines, their financial 
affects, and how they need to synchronize and complement one another in order to 
implement and sustain a successful digital media network. EVAlidate© team members 
intimately understand the diverse constituents in the retail ecosystem that have—or could 
have—a commercial stake in a digital media network initiative. They can navigate the complex 
internal world of unique departmental challenges and determine financial value of all ‘pain’ 
points within the ecosystem. The outcome creates variables invaluable to the accuracy and 
validity of the resulting business case. 

 
Is my digital media network EVA positive? 
 
The key concepts of EVA are shown below. Simply put, EVA is calculated by taking net 
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operating profit after tax (NOPAT) and subtracting the cost for the capital used to produce 
those profits. Therefore, EVA can be improved by generating more profits with the same 
capital (e.g. inventory, accounts receivable, cash, plants, equipment), or by producing the 
same level of profits using fewer capital resources—or both. 
 
The power of EVA is that it focuses the attention for decision-makers on the things that 
increase value to shareholders: growing sales, reducing costs, and better managing assets on 
a particular project. This dimension to the fiscal analysis allows the validation and justification 
of a digital media network to be presented through the ‘eyes of a CEO/CFO’. 

 
How and why should I move forward? 
 
EVAlidate© provides an independent, quantitative report that provides a comprehensive 
unbiased perspective, whether you are a potential network owner, real-estate owner/partner, 
advertiser and/or investor. Investing in the EVAlidate™ process/analysis will provide you with: 

§ An independent financial and design viability assessment anchored by a team 
of pioneering executives with over 30 years of collective first-hand experience 
within all of the disciplines of a digital media initiative. 

§ A validated financial projection of the true ramifications of a digital media 
network operating within your business ecosystem. 

§ Based upon preliminary results, further modeling and design guidance for a 
holistic digital media network design that can survive the scrutiny and 
challenges of C-level executives. 

 
The Engagement 
 
The EVAlidate© process typically requires 4-6 weeks due to the wide range of variables and 
questions to be answered by direct and indirect stakeholders and constituents within the 
client’s organization. The resulting analysis and report presents an annualized financial five-
year projection based upon the client’s suggested digital media network design including, but 
not limited to: 

 
§ Validating the C and the M of a CPM valuation 
§ (Other valuation schemas analyzed: (e.g. ‘pay-per-view’, sales margin/lift) 
§ Profit & Loss (P&L) statement 
§ Cash Flow 
§ Revenue 
§ Operating Costs 
§ EVA analysis 
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The report answers critical questions that C-level executives, ‘decision-makers’, boardroom 
directors and potential investors will ask to mitigate their risk assessment and validate their 
funding decision. These include: 

 
§ How and from where will this initiative be monetized? 
§ When will this project go ‘cash- flow positive? 
§ What are the projected revenues to the various stake/share holders? 
§ What are the ongoing operating costs? 
§ Is this project EVA positive or negative given our business ecosystem? 

 
If interested, please contact Adrian Weidmann at adrian@storestreammetrics.com 


